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Thermal force induced by the presence of a particle near a solidifying interface
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The presence of a foreign particle in the melt, ahead of a solid-liquid interface, leads to the onset of
interfacial deformations if the thermal conductivity of the particle,kp , differs from that of the melt,kl . In this
paper, the influence of the thermal conductivity contrast on the interaction between the solidifying interface
and the particle is quantified. We show that the interface distortion gives rise to a thermal force whose
expression is given byF th52pLGa3(12a)/(21a)Tm , whereL is the latent heat of fusion per unit volume,
Tm is the melting point,a is the particle’s radius,G the thermal gradient in the liquid phase anda5kp /kl . The
derivation makes use of the following assumptions:~i! the particle is small compared to the horizontal extent
of the interface,~ii ! the particle is placed in the near proximity of the deformable solid-liquid interface, and~iii !
the interface is practically immobile in the calculation of the thermal field, i.e.,V!klG/L, whereV is the
interface growth velocity. An order of magnitude analysis shows that the magnitude of the thermal force may
be greater than that of the forces that are usually accounted for in studies of particle-interface interaction,
namely, the drag force and the force due to the disjoining pressure. The inclusion of the thermal force in the
overall force balance is found to modify the value of the growth rate at which equilibrium is attained. The
analysis leads to the prediction that the growth rate at equilibrium is increased for particles with a low thermal
conductivity and is decreased for particles with a high thermal conductivity. The derivation of the thermal force
is preceded by a detailed analysis of the influence of the thermal conductance contrast on the interface profile.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.64.051502 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Dv, 81.30.Fb, 81.05.Ni
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I. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the interaction between a fore
particle and a solidifying interface is important due to
occurrence in numerous natural and practical proce
@1–4#. One of the most important industrial application is
casting wherein solid inclusions are mixed with the melt
improve the material properties of the final cast product,
for instance, in the manufacture of metal matrix composi
The microstructural homogeneity of these composite mat
als depends on the final distribution of the inclusions whi
in turn, depends on the behavior of the particles at the m
ing solid-liquid interface. Experiments and mathemati
models have demonstrated that the moving interface ei
pushes or engulfes the particles. Although considera
progress has been made in understanding this phenome
its quantification in terms of the material and processing
rameters is still poorly understood. We refer the reader
Refs.@5–7# for a review of the problem.

The influence of the thermal gradient on the shape of
solid-liquid interface has been investigated theoretically
Chernov, Temkin, and Mel’nikova@8#, Pötschke and Rogge
@9#, Shangguan, Ahuja, and Stefanescu@4#, and Kim and
Rohatgi @10#, and experimentally by Zubko, Lobanov, an
Nikonova@11#, Stefanescuet al. @12#, Pang, Stefanescu, an
Dhindaw @13#, Ahuja, Stefanescu, and Dhindaw@14#, and
Stefanescuet al. @15#. These studies have included the ro
of the particle’s thermal conductivity on the maximu
growth rate at which the particles are pushed by the in
face. Sasikumar, Ramamohan, and Pai@16# and Casses an
Azouni @17# investigated the influence of the thermal effec
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on the morphology of the interface in the vicinity of a fo
eign particle. They apply an interface condition that includ
the undercooling effects due to curvature, disjoining pr
sure, and lubrication pressure. On imposing that the interf
temperature conforms to the isotherm corresponding to
melting point of the pure substance, a second-order differ
tial equation for the interface shape is derived and solv
However, Sasikumar, Ramamohan, and Pai@16# and Casses
and Azouni@17# use a leading order expression for the te
perature that does not satisfy the heat equation in the cy
drical geometry and does not even have the proper powe
the coordinatesz and r as eitherz or r→`. Sasikumar and
Ramamohan@18# correct their paper, but unfortunately the
do not present an in depth analysis of the front’s profile.

In this paper, we study the effect of the thermal condu
tivity of a particle on the solid-liquid morphology. An ap
proach similar to that used by Casses and Azouni@17# and
Sasikumar, Ramamohan, and Pai@16# is followed to derive a
boundary-value problem for the interface shape. Our anal
reveals two new results:~i! The gap separation at the origi
is determined as a function of other material parame
when the thermal conductivity difference is the sole sou
for interface deformation,~ii ! an expression for a therma
force is derived. This thermal force owes its exitence to
difference in thermal conductivities between the particle a
the melt. We show that this force is significant and must
included in any force balance when studying partic
interface interaction.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider a spherical particle of radiusa and thermal con-
ductivity kp . As shown in the schematic diagram Fig. 1, t
particle is placed in the melt a distanceh` from the planar
©2001 The American Physical Society02-1
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solid-liquid interface. We suppose that~i! the particle is neu-
trally buoyant,~ii ! there is no change in heat conductiviti
upon solidification, and~iii ! the interface growth rate is low
enough that the solid front-particle system can be conside
immobile in the determination of the thermal field. This r
quires that the interface velocityV satisfies V!klG/L,
wherekl is the melt’s thermal conductivity,G is the thermal
gradient in the melt away from the interface, andL is the
latent heat of fusion per unit volume@5#.

Under these assumptions, the thermal field induced by
particle-interface interaction is described by the steady s
form of the heat conduction equations in the melt and in
particle with the appropriate coupling at the boundaries.
using an axisymmetric geometry with the vertical coordin
denoted byz and the radial coordinate, which is taken alo
the solid-liquid interface byr, we have

1

r

]

]r S r
]T

]r D1
]2T

]z2 50, ~1!

1

r

]

]r S r
]Tp

]r D1
]2Tp

]z2 50, ~2!

whereT and Tp denote the temperature in the liquid pha
and in the particle, respectively.

At the particle-liquid boundary,@z2(a1h`)#21r 25a2,
the continuity of the temperature and of the heat flux yie

T5Tp , “~klT2kpTp!•n50, ~3!

where n denotes the normal to the particle-melt bounda
that is pointing into the liquid and“ is the gradient vector. If
we neglect the kinetic and hydrodynamic effects, the so
liquid interface equilibrium temperature is given by@5#

Tint5Tm1DTcurv, ~4!

FIG. 1. Sketch of a deformed solid-liquid interface near a p
ticle of radiusa; h` is the distance between the lowest point of t
particle’s surface and the planar interface andhi is the amount of
interfacial distortion at the origin.
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where DTcurv is the curvature undercooling given by th
Gibbs-Thomson formula

DTcurv52
sslTm

L
K, ~5!

and whereK is the curvature of the interface~positive when
the center of curvature lies in the solid phase! andssl is the
surface energy. Far away from the interface, the tempera
gradient in the liquid phase is maintained atG,

]T

]z
5G, as z→`. ~6!

III. INTERFACE PROFILE

On the understanding that~i! the particle is small com-
pared to the horizontal extent of the solid-liquid interfac
~ii ! the particle is placed in the near proximity of the fron
and ~iii ! the solid-liquid interface is deformable, we hav
from Eqs.~1!–~6!,

T~r ,z!5Tm1Gz2Ga3S a21

21a D z2~h`1a!

@$z2~h`1a!%21r 2#3/2,

~7!

wherea5kp /kl is the ratio of the particle’s thermal conduc
tivity to that of the melt. This solution assumes that the
terface is deformable. For a nondeformable interface,
method of images must be used to findT(r ,z) that takes the
valueTm at z50. The interface temperature is thus found
evaluating Eq.~7! at z50. We have

Tint~r !5Tm1a3GS a21

a12D ~h`1a!

@~h`1a!21r 2#3/2. ~8!

The interface curvature is, then, obtained from Eq.~4!,

K52
LGa3

Tmssl
S a21

21a D h`1a

@~h`1a!21r 2#3/2. ~9!

The front’s curvature is expressed in terms of the interfa
profile h(r ) as

K52
h9~r !

@11~h8!2#3/22
h8~r !

r @11~h8!2#1/2, ~10!

where the prime notation stands for derivative with respec
r. On equating Eqs.~9! and ~10! we obtain the following
system of two first-order differential equations for the profi
h(r ),

dh

dr
5v

dv
dr

52
v
r

~11v2!1
LGa3

Tmssl
S a21

a12D
3~11v2!3/2

h`1a

@~h`1a!21r 2#3/2. ~11!

-
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The above system of equations is complemented by a s
metry condition at the origin, namelyh8(0)50, and a
boundedness condition at infinity, namely,h(r )→0 as r
→`. The latter is due to the fact that far away from t
particle, the interface location remains undisturbed atz50,
so Eq.~11! is a boundary value problem forh(r ). The sys-
tem of equations is solved numerically as an initial-va
problem by using the symmetry condition and an assum
value for h(r ) at r 50. The correct value ofh(0) ~within
discretization error! is the one that will cause the profileh(r )
to approach zero asr becomes large. In our numerical e
periments, we have~arbitrarily! used the conditionh50 at r
equal to five particle diameters. The calculation ofh(0) can
be made more precise by imposing thath50 at a larger
distance from the origin.

We consider the numerical solution of Eq.~11! for a par-
ticle of radiusa51026 m, latent heat of fusion per unit vol
umeL54.63107 J/m3, Tm5328 K, andssl50.03 J/m2. We
have investigated first the influence of the thermal cond
tivity ratio a on the interface morphology. We fixed the the
mal gradientG530 800 K/m and considered, first, two va
ues fora that are less than unity, namely,a50 ~perfectly
insulating particle! anda50.35~typical value for succinoni-
trile with polystyrene particles!. Figure 2 depicts the profile
for these cases. We observe thata50 is associated with the
largest distortion in the profile; and asa increases toward 1
the curvature of the interface decreases until it reaches
at a51. The gap thickness atr 50 is given by g05h`

2hi . We find g05931028 m for a50 and g0
51.531027 m for a50.35. Figure 3 depicts a plot of th
interface profile for a thermal conductivity ratioa greater
than unity. Two values ofa are selected, namely,a5381

FIG. 2. Plot of the interface profileh(r ) versus the radiusr ~to
the left of the origin, the tick marks are shown at2r along the axis!
for two values ofa, namely,a50 ~continuous line! and a50.35
~the dashdotted line!. The particle’s radius isa51.031026 m and
h`50.2a. The particle’s surface is shown above the interface p
file. In order to depict the interface deformation, the vertical scal
chosen much smaller than the horizontal scale, thus the nonsp
cal look of the particle’s surface.
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~typical value for succinonitrile containing SiC particles! and
a54 ~for comparison purposes!. The largest interface defor
mation is achieved with the largesta value. The gap thick-
ness at the origin is found to beg054.231027 m andg0
53.131027 m for a5381 anda54, respectively.

The influence of the imposed thermal gradient on
morphology of the solid-liquid interface is shown in Figs.
and 5. In Fig. 4, we have fixed the value ofa50.35 and
considered two values forG, namely,G530 800 and 10 800
K/m. The largest deviation from the planar interface is
tained for the larger thermal gradient. The gap separatio
found to be g051.531027 and 1.831027 m for G
530 800 and 10 800 K/m, respectively. Fora.1, however,
the thermal effect has the opposite effect, i.e., while the la

-
is
ri-

FIG. 3. Plot ofh(r ) versusr for G530 800 K/m and fora54
~dashdotted line! and a5381 ~continuous line!; a51026 m and
h`50.2a.

FIG. 4. Plot of the interface profileh(r ) versusr for a50.35
and two values of the thermal gradientG, G510 800~continuous
line! and 30 800 K/m ~dash-dotted line!; a51026 m and
h`50.2a. The gap separation at the origin is 1.531027 and
1.831027 m for G530 800 and 10 800 K/m, respectively.
2-3
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L. HADJI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051502
est deviation from the horizontal profile is achieved at
larger value ofG, an increase inG leads to an increase in th
gap separation between the interface and the particle’s
face.

IV. THERMAL FORCE

In the previous section, we have analyzed the interf
deformation induced by the difference in thermal conduct
ties between the particle and the melt. The change in
front curvature gives rise to a pressure changePth5sslK,
and upon using Eq.~9!, we have

Pth5
LGa3~12a!~h`1a!

~21a!Tm@~h`1a!21r 2#3/2. ~12!

This pressure change, in turn, gives rise to a forceF th given
by

F th5E
0

`

2prPthdr. ~13!

The evaluation of the above equation gives

F th5
2pLGa3~12a!

~21a!Tm
. ~14!

The dependence ofF th on a is such that the force is attrac
tive ~toward the front! for a.1 and repulsive fora,1. Note
that the magnitude of the thermal forceF th increases asa
decreases if 0<a,1, and increases asa increases ifa
.1; so a perfectly insulating particle yields the largest
pulsive force while an infinitely conducting particle yield
the largest attractive force. Thus, the thermal force acts
such a way as to increase the critical growth rate asa→0,
and to decrease the critical growth rate asa→`. These find-

FIG. 5. Interface profileh(r ) versusr for a5381 and two val-
ues of the thermal gradientG, G510 800 ~dash-dotted line! and
30 800 K/m~continuous line!; a51026 m andh`50.2a. The gap
separation at the origin are 4.231027 and 2.831027 m for
G510 800 and 30 800 K/m, respectively.
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ings are in agreement with the remarks made by Cher
and Temkin~Ref. @5#, p. 34!. Note also that the magnitude o
the thermal force is proportional to the factor (12a)/(2
1a) whose values lie between21 and1

2 for 0<a,`. Thus
the strength ofF th is not strongly affected by the value ofa.

Let us compare the thermal forceF th , Eq. ~14!, to other
forces that act on the particle. In a microgravity environme
it is generally recognized that the outcome of the interact
between a particle and a solid-liquid interface depends
marily on the competition between two forces: a drag fo
Fdrag @19# that resists the motion and thus pushes the part
against the interface, and a repulsive forceFDP @20# that
arises as a result of the action of the disjoining pressure
the melt film separating the particle from the solid fron
These forces depend on both the gap width and the partic
radius while the drag force depends also on the growth
locity. As in Ref. @5# to obtain rough estimates for thes
forces, we approximate the gap profile by its value at
origin. We have

Fdrag'
6pma2V

g0
, FDP'

aA
6g0

2 , ~15!

wherem is the melt’s dynamic viscosity,V the growth rate of
the interface,A the Hamaker constant, andg0 is the gap
width at r 50.

For comparison purposes, we consider an experime
setup consisting of succinonitrile containing SiC particle
The values of the physical constants are taken fr
Ref. @15#, namely, m52.631023 kg/m s, a5381, G
510 800 K/m, L54.63107 J/m23, and Tm5328 K. We
consider a Hamaker constantA510219 J and particles with
radii a51025 and 531025 m. We consider two values fo
the growth rate, namely,V51024 and 1021 m/s. We obtain
the following values~Table I! for the drag forceFdrag, the
disjoining pressure forceFDP, and the thermal forceF th for
three representative values of the gap thicknessg0 . The dis-
played values are only order of magnitude estimates,
they give insight on the importance of the thermal force.

TABLE I. Estimates for the drag forceFdrag ~for two values of
the growth rateV!, the disjoining pressure forceFDP and the ther-
mal forceF th for the case of succinonitrile containing SiC particl
of radius~top! a51025 m and~bottom! a55031026 m; g0 is the
gap width at the origin

g0 ~m! Fdrag ~N! Fdrag ~N! FDP ~N! F th ~N!

V51024 m/s V51021 m/s
a51025 m

1025 4.9310211 4.931028 1.7310215 9.431026

1026 4.9310210 4.931027 1.7310213 9.431026

1027 4.931029 4.931025 1.731029 9.431026

a55031026 m
1025 1.231029 1.231026 8.3310215 1.231023

1026 1.231028 1.231025 8.3310213 1.231023

1027 1.931027 1.231024 8.3310211 1.231023
2-4
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These estimates indicate that for an SiC particle of rad
1025 m, F th is greater in magnitude than the drag force forV
as high as 1.531021 m s21; and the balance between th
thermal force and the disjoining pressure force requires a
thicknessg0'431029 m. This interlayer thickness is com
parable to molecular dimensions. Thus, these rough e
mates demonstrate the significance of the thermal force
this particular case, the thermal force seems to be the m
force determining the behavior of the particle at the so
liquid interface.

The above analysis has shown that two scenarios s
out. First, in the casea.1, such as in the SCN-SiC system
both F th and Fdrag are attractive. Therefore, both contribu
in pushing the particle against the interface and the dete
nation of the interface growth rate, when the forces are
equilibrium, requires balancingFDP with Fdrag and F th to-
gether and notFdragalone. The equilibrium of the forces, i.e
FDP5Fdrag1F th implies

V5
g0

6pma2 ~FDP2F th!. ~16!

Thus, the inclusion of the thermal force seems to imply
decrease in the equilibrium growth rate. In the casea,1,
such as in the SCN-PS experimental system,F th is repulsive.
If the magnitude ofF th is greater than that ofFdrag, the
particle stays ahead of the moving interface and the disj
ing pressure may never enter into play. However, ifF th has a
magnitude that is smaller than that ofFdrag, then the out-
come of the interaction will be determined from a balan
between the disjoining pressure force and the difference
tweenFdrag andF th , i.e.,Fdrag2F th . The equilibrium condi-
tion implies

V5
g0

6pma2 ~FDP1F th!. ~17!

In this case, the inclusion of the thermal force yields a hig
equilibrium growth rate.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Numerous experiments have been carried out for the
pose of elucidating the particle-interface phenomenon. V
few, however, deal with the interaction of particles with
planar interface in a microgravity environment so that co
parison with the predictions of the present theory can
performed. The experiments of Zubko, Lobanov, and
konova@11# and Schevezov and Weinburg@21# may be the
only two we are able to find that can provide a suita
illustration of the thermal force put forth in this paper.
their investigation of the influence of the thermal conducti
ties of the particle and the melt on the capture of particles
crystals, Zubko, Lobanov, and Nikonova@11# examined the
solidification, by the Bridgman method, of three differe
materials, namely, bismuth, tin, and zinc that have b
mixed with particles of different materials such as tungst
iron, molybdenum, nickel, chromium, or tantalum. Th
solid-liquid interface remained planar throughout the ran
05150
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of steady state growths considered in the experiment. A
croscope was utilized to detect the behavior of the partic
at the crystallization front. The experiments showed that
nature of the interaction between the particles and the c
tallization front depends primarily on the ratio of the therm
conductivities of the particle and the melt, i.e., ifa.1 the
particle is captured and ifa,1 it is rejected regardless of th
wetting properties of the particles. These experimental fi
ings are in agreement with our predictions using the ther
force. Also, a part of the experimental work of Schevez
and Weinburg@21# deals with the interaction of iron particle
with a moving and planar solid-liquid interface in lead a
lead alloy. They observed no evidence of particle reject
for growth rates up to 30mm/sec and for particles of variou
sizes. This observation contradicts other theories, wh
stated that small particles are rejected by the interface. T
observation may be explained in terms of the thermal for
since for a system consisting of lead with iron particl
a.1, the thermal force is attractive and thus pushes
particles against the front.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Many theoretical studies have attempted to explain h
the thermal conductivity of the particle affects its behavior
it is intercepted by an advancing solid-liquid interface. Mo
of these studies have adopted the following approach:
thermal conductivity contrast, being a cause of the interfa
distortion, makes the gap separation depend on the the
properties of the particle and the melt. The gap width
approximated and the result incorporated into the formula
the drag force, Eq.~15!. Finally, a modified expression fo
the drag force, which now depends on the coefficients
thermal conductivities of the particle and the melt, is deriv
and used in the overall force balance to calculate the crit
velocity for particle capture. Other studies have simply co
sideredad hocexpressions for the drag force that also i
clude the thermal conductivities of the particle and the m
These approaches are incorrect because they yield ex
sions for the hydrodynamic drag force that depend on
thermal properties of the particles and thus make no se
physically. For instance, modified formulas for the dr
force have been derived, which show that the force vanis
when the particle is perfectly insulating. We refer the rea
to the recent papers by Kaptay@22# and @23# and to refer-
ences therein for a thorough discussion of results obtai
using this approach.

In this paper, we have brought to light an expression
the thermal force that is induced by the front’s curvature d
to the thermal conductivity difference@Eq. ~14!#. Given that
a differs from unity in any experimental system and given
significant magnitude, the thermal force is an important f
tor in any particle-interface interaction study. The calculati
of the critical velocity must account for three separate forc
namely, the hydrodynamic drag force that is independen
the thermal properties of the melt and particle, the disjoin
pressure force, and the thermal force, Eq.~14!.

We have also investigated the thermal effects induced
the presence of a nondeformable particle on the shape o
2-5
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L. HADJI PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 051502
solid-liquid interface. We have made the usual assump
that the interface growth rate is low enough that the interf
can be considered immobile when calculating the ther
field. This immobile interface assumption is a standard
proximation in theoretical works that incorporate the therm
effects in the analysis@4–18#. Results were obtained for
succinonitrile with polystyrene particles~SCN-PS! (a
50.35) and for succinonitrile with SiC particles~SCN-SiC!
(a5381). We have found that for a SCN-PS system,
curvature of the interface profile is positive, i.e., the so
phase bulges into the liquid phase behind the particle
agreement with previous studies. An increase in the ther
ter

J

n

-

.

s.

a,
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gradient increases the front’s curvature and reduces the
separation between the interface and the particle at the
gin. For an SCN-SiC system, the curvature of the interfa
profile is found to be negative. An increase in the therm
gradient is associated with an increase in the front’s cur
ture and an increase in the gap separation.
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